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MICROSOFT - CLOUD TELEPHONY

Microsoft has a host of solutions to help your business start and maintain its cloud telephony journey. 

Microsoft Telephony Products: 

Teams makes it easy to connect and collaborate with co-workers and business partners around the world:

 » Microsoft Teams is the hub for teamwork in Office 365
 » Chat, calls & meetings for today’s teams. Communicate in the moment and keep everyone in the know
 » Integrated Office 365 apps. Give your team quick access to information they need right in Office 365
 » Customisable and extensible. Tailor your workspace to include apps and services for the team and organisation

Microsoft 365 Audio Conferencing 
Lets users call in to meetings from their phones. Audio 
Conferencing allows up to 250 phone attendees and 
attaches to your Office 365 license (must include Teams). 
 
Microsoft 365 Phone System
Is the ability to have an internal switchboard re-route 
calls to the correct extensions. This model is hosted with 
Microsoft, meaning your business doesn’t need to worry 
about purchasing the expensive hardware PBX usually 
requires. 

Calling Plans 
An add-on telephone service that, when combined with 
Microsoft 365 Phone System, can become the phone 
system for your entire organisation. A calling plan provides 
your users with a primary phone number and lets them 
make and receive phone calls outside of your organisation. 
There are two types of calling plans: Domestic Calling Plan 
and a Domestic and International Calling Plan.

How is this licenced?
We advise licencing these products through Bechtle Clouds 
Service Provider (Bechtle CSP). CSP is a licencing model 
that allows monthly billing and integrated support with no 
contractual tie. Additionally, you have complete flexibility 
with how many licences you have through the ability to add 
and remove whenever you please. Bechtle CSP includes all 
Microsoft online services, plus many more. 

What are the next steps? 
Speak with you Bechtle account manager who will set up 
a call with the Business Solutions team to discuss your 
requirements in more detail.

In partnership with Bechtle Software

The Bechtle & Microsoft partnership

A well-established partnership that has been 
supporting customers on their Microsoft journeys 

for many years. As a Gold Microsoft partner, 
Bechtle provide an in-depth knowledge and 

understanding of all products and services to 
deliver end to end solutions. 


